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Wheels
3” diameter sintered steel wheels as opposed to cast iron rollers.  Cast 
iron rollers are typically a maintenance concern because they tend to 
pit and crack and will wear unevenly and prematurely overtime.  The 
sintered steel wheel is a smooth polished finish which will wear 
evenly and will offer a much longer life.



Channel Reinforcements.
4” Channel Reinforcements on the underside of the belting welded 
solid to the pan on 18” centers with AR pads welded to the underside 
of the  reinforcements.  These are incorporated in this design to 
alleviate wear on both the underside of the belting and the conveyor 
frame.



Load bars
Load bars with AR (abrasion resistant) strips running the full length 

of the conveyor for additional belting support and to limit 
deflection of belt under impact.



4” High Steel Side Wings
4” high x 1/4” thick steel side wings plug welded to the outside of the 
steel belting. The sides of the conveyor frame will overlap these side 
wings offering a solid seal for material containment on the belt 



Sides & Supports
1/4” thick sides on our frame and W8 x 31 I-beam for our supports 



Tracks
25# rail tracks for our rollers as opposed to angle or channel.  

Material can build up and has nowhere to relieve itself on the 
angle or channel design.  With the 25# rail, material cannot build 
up thus leaving a smooth surface for the belt and rollers to travel.



Frame Construction
Open frame construction as opposed to the closed frame offered by 

many other manufacturers.  The open frame construction is 
heavier duty and allows for easy access to the conveyor for 
maintenance purposes.



Additional Standard Features
• Shear pin sprocket hub for overload protection
• Internal back stop located in the gear box to 

prevent conveyor rollback under load
• Electric oilers are included for chain lubrication
• Two (2) emergency stop push buttons in 

enclosures
• Disconnect switch located approximately 2’ to 

4’ from the drive to shut off the conveyor for 
safety purposes during maintenance


